
03/28/22 • COVID › NEWS

In an exclusive interview with The Defender, Richard Sprague said his wife, Jennifer,
developed Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease after the Pfizer COVID-19 shot and died within five
months of the second dose.

By Megan Redshaw

Miss a day, miss a lot. Subscribe to The Defender's Top News of the Day. It's free.

Jennifer Deason Sprague, a healthy 60-year-old woman from Missouri, died Feb. 21, �ve months after
receiving her second dose of P�zer’s COVID-19 vaccine.

Jennifer died from Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease (CJD), a fatal degenerative brain disorder. 

In an exclusive interview with The Defender, Richard Sprague said his wife received the �rst dose of
P�zer on Aug. 29, 2021, and her second dose on Sept. 21, 2021. 

Although he remained unvaccinated, Sprague said his wife got the vaccine because she worked for
the Perkins Restaurant Corporation, which required employees to get the shot. 

“I told her to just lie about it and if they asked for a vaccination card, then she should ask them to
make everyone show proof they had the shot,” Sprague said. “She felt bad lying about it, so she went
ahead and got it.”

Four days after the second dose, Jennifer experienced her �rst episode of a “sudden strange event
she couldn’t explain,” while she and her husband were at a dinner theater.

Sprague said:

“We had just �nished our meal and were just visiting. All at once, she said, ‘There is something
wrong. Please take me home now. I don’t know what it is and I cannot explain it.’ So we missed
the theater and went straight home.”

The following week Jennifer called her doctor and asked if the episode she experienced could be
related to the COVID vaccine. 

“The doctor said if it was the shot, she would have known it after a couple of hours, not a couple of
days,” Sprague said. 

Jennifer started having more episodes and her left hand and side began to tremble. On Oct. 13, 2021,
Jennifer went back to the doctor, who prescribed Xanax for anxiety. 

Over the next few weeks, her symptoms worsened and her left side began to feel heavier than her
right side, Sprague said. This continued throughout November and December. Jennifer’s doctor
instructed her to stay on the Xanax because he thought it was anxiety. 
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Jennifer experienced another episode of the “events she couldn’t explain” on Dec. 24, 2021, only this
time it was worse, Sprague said. She told everyone she needed to go home and apologized. 

Later that evening, Sprague took his wife to the ER, where physicians treated her for anxiety and
recommended pills she could take to “get her through the night.” The doctors could �nd nothing
wrong with her, Sprague said.

The next morning, Jennifer went to work at Perkins, as all employees were required to work on
Christmas day. But by 10 a.m., Richard got a call to pick up his wife. 

“She had a very bad episode at work,” Sprague explained. “She couldn’t hold a tray or pour co�ee.”

Sprague found a new doctor. At Jennifer’s appointment on Jan. 5, the physician said she was being
over-medicated and stopped everything cold turkey, thinking this would resolve her symptoms,
Sprague said. 

A follow-up was scheduled for Feb. 10, but Sprague took Jennifer back to the doctor at the end of
January because her symptoms were more severe. 

Sprague explained:

“By this time, I’m having to tow her along when we walk. We would go to the mall and walk laps
so she was in shape when she would return to work, but around January 23, to look at my wife
— if this is Xanax withdrawal I felt I needed someone to encourage me. 

“She was having a hard time dressing herself. It would take her two hours to get focused in the
morning, and her brain fog was bad. She would lose her train of thought. After 30 minutes or so
I’d walk in the bathroom and ask if she was okay and the shower would be cold again. At the
time, we laughed about it.”

“When I took Jennifer back to the doctor, they took one look at her and knew something was going
on,” Sprague said. Doctors performed blood work and MRIs, but the results came back normal. 

“They recommended a neurologist — because something didn’t look quite right — and a psychiatrist
to see if it was psychological, which scared Jennifer because she said she wasn’t crazy,” Sprague said.
“If this was Xanax withdrawal this thing would be turning around any day.”

Sprague said: 

“Early that evening something happened in her head. She did not like the neurologist because
he wanted her to see the psychiatrist and she started repeating herself over and over: ‘This guy
thinks I’m crazy. This guy thinks I’m crazy.’ She started stumbling around. She stumbled trying to
get in the car. I called my son to help me and we took her straight home.”

After they arrived home, two of Sprague’s children — an RN and a chemist — came over. They
persuaded Jennifer to go back to the ER.

“Doctors immediately did another MRI and admitted her around January 30,” Sprague said. 

At the time, Jennifer was still able to sit up and walk independently. 

“I didn’t know it at the time, but the neurologist had read the MRI and saw a signi�cant change on the
right side of her brain and suspected CJD,” Sprague said. “They didn’t tell me because they wanted to
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rule out everything else.”  

Doctors did more scans of Jennifer’s brain and entire body to rule out infections and cancer. “They
said she was a 60-year-old in a 40-year-old’s body,” Sprague said. 

At the end of the week, Jennifer’s doctors said they needed to perform a spinal tap, but by this time,
she was unable to get out of bed by herself. 

Sprague said:

“In one week she started regressing so fast it was unbelievable. She was fogged, having a hard
time, was seeing snakes on the wall — like she had dementia — and it would only last about
three days until that part of the brain was gone. But she never forgot who I was. She always
remembered who I was.”

The spinal tap con�rmed Jennifer had CJD, a prion disease. A study published last year in Microbiology
& Infectious Diseases found a potential link between P�zer’s COVID vaccine and prion disease in
humans. 

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), prion diseases are a family of rare
progressive neurodegenerative disorders that a�ect humans and animals. Prion diseases are usually
rapidly progressive and always fatal.

The CDC’s website states:

“The term ‘prions’ refers to abnormal, pathogenic agents that are transmissible and are able to
induce abnormal folding of speci�c normal cellular proteins called prion proteins that are found
most abundantly in the brain. The functions of these normal prion proteins are still not
completely understood. The abnormal folding of the prion proteins leads to brain damage and
the characteristic signs and symptoms of the disease.”

Sprague said the doctors hoped Jennifer had the curable autoimmune disorder known as “Brain on
Fire,” which is triggered by an attack on one of the key neurotransmitter receptors in the brain. 

Brain on Fire mimics CJD but can be cured, Sprague said. So, they “immediately started treating
Jennifer for it and giving her steroids, but it made absolutely no di�erence.”  

BUY TODAY: Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.'s New Book
— 'The Real Anthony Fauci'

Insurance quits paying for Jennifer’s care

After Jennifer was diagnosed with CJD on Feb. 12, Jennifer’s insurance company said it would no
longer pay for her care and Sprague was told his wife would not recover. 

“If I leave her in the hospital it’s out of pocket,” Sprague said. “Otherwise, it’s a care facility or I take her
home on hospice.” 

Sprague said:

“I talked the hospital into allowing her to stay one more day and I suggested they try rehab one
more time. But the next day, it was worse. They tried to get her to sit up and to communicate
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with her, but by then … she could take things in but could not take anything out.”

Sprague made arrangements for hospice care at his home. 

“During her �nal days, she was pretty much in a total coma,” Sprague said. “Although at times she
would still try to talk or kiss me.” 

Sprague said:

“Your brain is just disappearing. It’s crazy. You’re in this perfect healthy body and your brain just
dies within the course of a few months.”

Jennifer died at 12:47 p.m. on Feb. 21. 

After speaking with The Defender, Sprague said he will be �ling a report with the CDC’s Vaccine
Adverse Events Reporting System — a reporting system for vaccine injuries no one in the medical
community told him about.

Sprague said doctors were “totally noncommittal” on whether the P�zer vaccine caused Jennifer’s CJD,
but the nurses became interested in the connection after reading an article in The Defender about
Cheryl Cohen, who also experienced rapid-onset sporadic CJD and died within three months of her
second P�zer dose.

Sprague said he wants others to take the risks of COVID vaccines seriously and to understand the
consequences of getting the shots.

He added:

“Never take one of these shots without full knowledge of what can happen … without full
knowledge that this is experimental. This is not just something to run out and randomly do.
You’re a guinea pig. Do you want to be a part of that or not?”

“I would take the consequences of not being able to do something because I’m not vaccinated over
the risks of the shots,” Sprague said. “If you look at the risks and still choose to take it that’s one thing,
but blindly taking it is totally wrong and unconstitutional.”

SUGGEST A CORRECTION

Megan Redshaw
Megan Redshaw is a freelance reporter for The Defender. She has a background in
political science, a law degree and extensive training in natural health.

Sign up for free news and updates from Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. and the Children’s Health Defense. CHD
is implementing many strategies, including legal, in an e�ort to defend the health of our children and
obtain justice for those already injured. Your support is essential to CHD’s successful mission.
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• Reply •

Chava K • 5 hours ago

You cannot convince me that these damn doctors don't know what's happening. They would

have to be deaf dumb and blind not to see what's happening... and when reading the

insurance companies will not pay? This is inconscionable.

68△ ▽

• Reply •

DistantViews • 4 hours ago> Chava K

Yes, this is unconscionable!! We are dealing with people in positions of power and

authority who have no conscience. Whether it is willful ignorance and not wanting to

admit the causal relationship between the shots and death or just not giving a damn

about the suffering they are inflicting, the injections need to stop!

I am so sorry to learn of Mrs. Sprague's suffering and death, but the fact that the

insurance companies refuse to cover expenses related to the shots and Pfizer's lack of

liability is like heaping insult on to the injury.

Thank heaven for CHD and all the people who are standing up against this tyranny. I

know too many people who, like Mrs. Sprague, wanted to do the 'right' thing and are

now regretting it.

24△ ▽

• Reply •

Kimberly Peterson • 5 hours ago

I'm so sorry :( So tragic and unnecessary. The gaslighting by the medical community is

infuriating!! I follow a page on Instagram called @jab_injuries_usa. There's one for most

countries now. The consistent, sickening response from doctors is the patient has anxiety and

prescribes anti-anxiety meds. Meanwhile, they lose their jobs, banned from posting anything

on social media and made to look crazy. God help us, I'm praying.

44△ ▽
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• Reply •

Suzanne • 4 hours ago> Kimberly Peterson

Australia's page is absolutely horrifying. These poor people were forced to get the jab,

even more so than in the U.S. It's unconscionable.

17△ ▽

• Reply •

Kim from Brooklyn • 5 hours ago

Very close friend of mine experiencing hair loss and major immune system failure . She took

two pfizer plus one booster. Is being treated at Columbia in NYC. She now realizes the jabs

are killing people. Please pray for her.

39△ ▽

• Reply •

Tina • 5 hours ago> Kim from Brooklyn

I will.

16△ ▽

• Reply •

Mary Ann Dowrick • 5 hours ago

How is it possible for so many doctors to miss this woman’s CJD. Why don’t doctors know

what to look for post vaxx with experimental biologicals and why didn’t a doctor fill out a

VAERS card. Honestly, I lose more and more trust in the medical profession with each of

these horrendous cases. RIP Mrs. Sprague.

29△ ▽

• Reply •

Tina • 5 hours ago> Mary Ann Dowrick

CJD is not common. But giving her Xanax was horrible.

16△ ▽

• Reply •

Pilgrim • 5 hours ago

Another notch for Anthony Fauci's belt.

27△ ▽

• Reply •

MaryKBachman • 5 hours ago

Heartbreaking and criminal. God Bless Mr. Sprague and his family, may they find peace

23△ ▽

• Reply •

Bry • 5 hours ago

The husband should be able to sue both Perkins and Pfizer

23△ ▽

• Reply •

Tina • 5 hours ago> Bry

Can't sue Pfizer. It's a "vaccine", remember?

7△ ▽

BH387 • 4 hours ago> Tina
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• Reply •

They technically can for fraud. But getting an actual judgment from the

kangaroo courts might be another matter.

6△ ▽

• Reply •

Leslie • 4 hours ago> Tina

An EXPERIMENTAL mRNA shot not an actual vaccine! That's why they won't

approve it, it's experimental and harmful, otherwise who would care about the

liability!!!!! Then like alllll other companies, they would be somewhat liable like

any other drugs they PUSH! Fact is, the pharmaceutical industry is responsible

for the first major cause of death in all people! Animals as well! So, let's trust

them the most! ���

I just heard that in Canada, the TRUDICK govt, is now giving away free toxic

drugs / pharmacare drugs!!!! GOTTA WONDER WHY???? There's a great

reason to not take them, like free vaccines, THEY ARE ALLLLLL POISION!

Pharmaceutical Industry is the Leading Cause of Death in U.S., and the

Largest Criminal Group in the World

https://vaccineimpact.com/2...

5△ ▽

• Reply •

Caroline Cary Davidson • 4 hours ago> Bry

should be able to. but neither are 'liable', so it can't happen. its mind boggling how

many out there don't realize this is the case. zero liability. not doctor, hospital,

employer, government... nobody is accountable.

4△ ▽

Leslie Taylor • 6 hours ago • edited

THIS IS IMPORTANT REGARDING JENNIFER SPRAGUE'S ILLNESS: Dr. Stephanie Seneff

is a senior research scientist at the Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory at

Massachusetts Institute of Technology. During the 2022 "Health Freedom Summit" Dr. Seneff

reports in her talk, "Covid -19 Vaccines and Neurodegenerative Disease," of a 2021 paper by

J. Bart Classen in the "Journal of Medical Clinical Research and Reviews" that covid -19

vaccines are associated with Parkinson's disease; a prion (misfolded proteins) signal

observed in the UK Yellow Card Event Database (like the U.S. VAERS reporting system). She

adds that all the CV-19 vaccines on the market contain spike protein production, or its nucleic

acid sequence, creating a possible catastrophic epidemic of prion diseases in the future (e.g.

Alzheimer's, Parkinson's, JAKOB-CREUTZFELDT DISEASE).

Also in a paper authored by Jean Claude Perea PhD, Claire Moret-Chalmin MD, and nobel

prize virologist Luc Montagnier MD: "Towards the emergence of a new of of

neurodegenerative Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease 16 cases were declared a few days after a

covid-19 jab. Only 4 are still alive, 6 of the 12 died within the first 3 months with the remaining

in critical condition." This disease is a rapidly progressing neuro degenerative disease with

initial symptoms including depression, memory loss, anxiety. In Israel, the most vaxxed

country, a huge spike in covid cases occurred in an. 2022. "The vacs are not stopping the
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• Reply •

country, a huge spike in covid cases occurred in an. 2022. "The vacs are not stopping the

spread."

23△ ▽

• Reply •

orangputeh • 4 hours ago> Leslie Taylor

Published March 4, 2022

Dr. Stephanie Seneff - COVID-19 Vaccines are Causing Neurodegenerative

Disease & VAIDS

The link to the Seneff interview: https://rumble.com/vwhgls-d...

7△ ▽

• Reply •

Triggerhappy Ranch • 5 hours ago

Among the many wrongs committed here, her doctor flat out lied.

18△ ▽

• Reply •

pappy450 • 5 hours ago> Triggerhappy Ranch

The doctor is PAID handsomely to lie in order to carry out the "wealthy elite CABAL'S

:"new world order", "great reset" depopulation agenda.

25△ ▽

• Reply • One other person is typing…

Seabreezes1 • 5 hours ago

God love her, and grant her family strength.

On the other hand, there are folks who deserve to burn in hell for what they have wrought.

17△ ▽

• Reply •

Jan • 5 hours ago

How can Biden mandate shot after shot on college students when death lies at the other end

of the mandate?

16△ ▽

• Reply •

pappy450 • 5 hours ago> Jan

population control

11△ ▽

• Reply •

DistantViews • 4 hours ago> Jan

Biden is brain-dead.....just an empty suit with a big mouth. We have no leadership in

the WH....just a bunch of stooges bumping into each other, trying to cover their own

asses.

Biden wants to increase the military budget, once again, by $800B? Who do you think

is running this insane circus? Looks like the inmates have taken over the asylum and

they are heavily armed.

8△ ▽

Penelope Curtis • 5 hours ago
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• Reply •

Penelope Curtis • 5 hours ago

It seems to me Pfizer had the most vax inuries & ought to have a class action suit brought

against it for a cease & desist order and then to pay all the bills & funeral expenses of those

who were injured by the vax or by the families of those who died!!! My observation is that we

humans carry genes that can be debilitating or deadly. We don't know about them until they

are triggered by something that is supposed to be safe & effective. In this case it is the spike

shot but we also have thousands of children who have had debilitating reactions to children's

vaccines. Many, like my grandson now 34, developed autism. Other's developed horrendous

autoimmune diseases. It is time to STOP BIG PHARMA'S hold on our politicians so they can

make laws that protect the people they represent!

13△ ▽

• Reply •

pappy450 • 5 hours ago

SO...When are people finally going to "WAKE UP", and realize that these are nothing but the

"new world order", "great reset" depopulation "death jabs" and continual "boosters', the "deep

state wealthy elite CABAL" have been openly opining will help to curb the population of this

country and the world?

13△ ▽

• Reply •

SpookyLittleGirl • 4 hours ago> pappy450

Agree �%�

2△ ▽

• Reply •

Penny Pitstop • 4 hours ago

It is downright murder what the medical profession is doing. In their silence, they are now the

problem. Please remember that medics have committed horrific atrocities on humans. Think

concentration camps, Tuskegee, doctors who performed lobotomies using an ice pick. In fact

JFK’s sister Rosemary was left a silent mess after one of these procedures. Some are truly

evil and we need to remember that they are not the revered profession they would have us

believe.

7△ ▽

• Reply •

donnasandy • 4 hours ago

My sister's brother-in-law was having similar symptoms after his second jab last spring. After

many months of the docs not being able to figure out what was wrong, he was finally

diagnosed last month with CJD. Docs didn't figure it out, his daughter was researching trying

to help figure out what could possibly be wrong with her Dad, found info. on CJD, and told the

docs to do a spinal tap and test. Sadly, she found the answer and he's positive.

7△ ▽

• Reply •

Deborah M. Damascus • 4 hours ago

So professional ball players can go back to work invaxed but hundreds of police, fire and

medical people lost jobs. Of course they know - and how they live with themselves is beyond

me.
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• Reply •

BriZ Ron • 5 hours ago

And wasn't CJD blamed on the Use of human samples taken from corpses and also blamed

on the eating of meat from cattle? Has Fauci resurrected one more of his many failed snake

oil experiments?

6△ ▽

• Reply •

BH387 • 4 hours ago> BriZ Ron

Calling this a snake oil experiment gives snake oil a bad name. At least snake oil, if

properly sourced and stored, has nutritional value.

2△ ▽

• Reply •

RighteousRants • 4 hours ago

Is that all they teach now in medical school, how to write a script for Xanax ? Most all victims

of the skin parasite bioweapon that is affecting millions all over America and the World are

told it is all in their head, despite the skin lesions and other obvious symptoms. I think doctors

and infectious disease specialist know and just like the death shot, are keeping their mouths

shut for fear of reprisal.

5△ ▽

• Reply •

Moody Blue • 4 hours ago

When are these people going to wake up, do research, and quit taking this poison crap???

3△ ▽

• Reply •

BH387 • 4 hours ago

Another murdered by these poisons. May her soul rest in peace and Richard and all others

affected by these poisons get justice.

2△ ▽

• Reply •

✰ Sibylrose ✰ • 4 hours ago

This is heartbreaking. It doesn't make it okay in any way when it is said that such an

occurrence is "rare". I'm so sad about the numerous rare and deadly effects of the injections

newly defined as vaccines. Equally tragic is that a good portion of compliance to the

marketing campaign is due to people taking the injections in response to abuse that is a large

part of the campaign. Societal approval and the pleasure of the abusers trumps even life for

some people - too many people.

2△ ▽

• Reply •

Kellie • 4 hours ago

It is so sad that people don't understand informed consent. We have to be more bold about

our health and what we put into our bodies without understanding the impact or long term

implications. I am so sorry to hear of Mr. Sprague's story - there are so many now - and yet it

doesn't seem to be getting out there to the masses!

2△ ▽
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• Reply •

orangputeh • 4 hours ago

After Jennifer was diagnosed with CJD on Feb. 12, Jennifer’s insurance company said it

would no longer pay for her care and Sprague was told his wife would not recover.

What is wrong with this country? How many people have been put into the same situation?

Private insurance companies exist to make profits. They don't care about helping people who

get sick.

MEDICARE FOR ALL. Bernie's version covers hearing, vision and dental.

2△ ▽

• Reply •

Frank Zimmerman • 4 hours ago> orangputeh

And what if they say, "You have to get the vaccine, or medicare doesn't cover you

anymore"?

4△ ▽

• Reply •

resistance_is_futile • 4 hours ago

Melatonin. Find and read research by independent medical researcher Doris Loh. Melatonin

supplementation isn't just for sleep - read Russel Reiter's research. The fact is is that some

vaxxed are susceptible to side effects like prion disease from the injection and some

unvaxxed are susceptible to issues like prion disease from a SARS-CoV-2 infection.

2△ ▽

• Reply •

GrannyAtlanta • 5 hours ago

It seems the list of diseases that are being tied to these shots grows more and more deadly. Is

there a list on the CHD website somewhere that lists the diseases that have been associated

with any of the Covid injections? Several seem to be cumulative wherein each successive

shot gives you a higher incidence of illness. Is there a list of these diseases somewhere?

2△ ▽

• Reply •

MPM11 • 4 hours ago • edited> GrannyAtlanta

The original PHMTP FOIA Pfizer data dump lists 9 pages with a total of 158,000 side

effects. https://peterlegyel.wordpre... a video and link from mercola.com

2△ ▽

• Reply •

BraveNewWhirled • 4 hours ago

We've heard warnings from some doctors and researchers about prion diseases. I'm so sorry

for this lady and her loved ones. Can we somehow please put those responsible in prison? It

would make a lot of difference.

1△ ▽

Leslie • 4 hours ago

Yeah, I'm sure it's rare???? like the covid shot & myocarditis is rare, and WiFi and chem-trails

are safe for you! Or? cholesterol is a killer, meanwhile the real killer is the STATIN drugs they

give you to control it, please look into this! ���������❤ Holy we must get a grip on our own health

aside from what govt tells us is good for us, like the covax? or egg yokes are NOT GOOD for
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